A single scan has been performed in Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) at a heating rate of 15˚C/min under non-isothermal conditions to investigate the crystallization kinetics of glassy Se 90 Sb 10−x Ag x alloys (where x = 2, 4, 6, 8).
Introduction
Chalcogenide glasses are of special interest due to their broad applications in modern electronics, optoelectronics, optics, electrophotography solar cells integrated optics, electrical and optical memory devices [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Selenium-based chalcogenide glasses have high transparency in the broad middle and far IR Region and have strong non linear properties and therefore Se has been found to have immense applications. A lot of Attempts have been made to improve Se properties by alloying it with other elements [6] . As these glasses have poor thermomechanical properties, it is necessary to increase their mechanical strength by addition of the third element to enlarge their domain prop-erties. Recent studies made on glass transition and crystallization kinetics of amorphous semiconductors provide interesting and important information on chalcogenides [7] [8] [9] . Crystallization of amorphous semiconductor is due to the simultaneous nucleation and growth of crystallites. Thus, crystal nucleation causes crystallization [10] .
Different kinds of erasable phase-change optical recording materials have been investigated by several researchers. Some of the important properties of erasable phase-change optical recording materials are the laser power and pulse duration needed for writing and erasing, the maximum number of write/erase cycle and lifetime of recording spots at room temperature. In practice, the laser pulse duration used to write and erase is usually several hundred nanoseconds. It is difficult to erase a written spot in several hundred nano-seconds if the amorphous to crystalline (a-c) transformation rate of the recording medium is not sufficiently high. For this reason the study of crystallization rate and the factor that influence it are very important for the development of new kinds of erasable phase-change optical recording materials Amorphous Selenium based chalcogenides have unique property of reversible transformation, making them useful for optical memory applications. Pure amorphous selenium is unstable because of its low glass transition temperature (about 42˚C) which is close to room temperature putting it in continuous danger of crystallization. Alloys of Se are very useful for various optical and photonic applications in the spectral range 0.6 µm to 15 µm. These glasses have potential applications in solid-state devices [11] [12] .
The kinetic of first-order phase transformation, such as crystallization, is important in physics, chemistry, ceramic and material science. Thermal analysis methods, including differential thermal analysis (DTA) are particularly important, since they are easy to be carried out and are quite sensitive. In DTA two basic methods can be used, isothermal and non-isothermal. In the isothermal method, the sample is brought quickly to a temperature above the glass transition temperature (T g ) and the heat evolved during the crystallization process is recorded as a function of time while with non isothermal method, the sample is heated at fixed rate and the heat evolved is recorded as a function of temperature or time. While isothermal experimental analysis techniques are more definite but non-isothermal thermo-analytical techniques have several advantages. The rapidity, with which non-isothermal experiments can be performed, makes these experiments attractive. Non-Isothermal experiments can be used to extend the temperature range of measurements rather than the isothermal experiments. Many phase transformations occur too rapidly to be measured under isothermal conditions because of transitions inherently associated with the experimental apparatus. Industrial processes often depend on the kinetic behavior of systems undergoing phase transformation under non-isothermal conditions. In this respect, a definitive measurement of non-isothermal transformation kinetic is desirable. The phase transformation in chalcogenide glasses is studied by non-isothermal technique because of their usage in numerous applications in Journal of Crystallization Process and Technology semiconductor.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) techniques are sensitive, relatively easy to apply and require small sample quantities. In many cases, however, experimental studies of crystallization suffer from a lack of methods for quantitative analysis. This is particularly true for nonisothermal data, where most methods are based on erroneous assumptions [13] .
Nucleation and growth described a large majority of Amorphous to crytallline (a-c) phase transformation which has been adopted. A study of a-c phase transformation is described by different methods [14] - [19] . This transformation is characterized by an activation energy ΔE c and an Avrami exponent n according to the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami Kinetic Law. The determination of these parameters can be achieved in a relatively rapid and precise manner by non-isothermal DSC technique, which also allows an immediate observation of the transformation over a wider temperature range. Several DSC curves yields the product nΔE c , when multiple scan technique is used for the analysis. Both these values can be determined separately by single scan technique which supplies ΔE c /n and ΔE c independently.
As is widely accepted that the addition of a third element to the binary chalcogenide glasses produces stability in these glasses, the effects of the elements as an additive to binary glasses have been extensively studied [20] . The present paper reports the crystallization in Se 90 Sb 10−x Ag x glasses using the DSC technique to understand the mechanism of crystallization in the alloy. Using single scan technique the activation energy ΔE c and Avrami exponent n are calculated. Discussion of the composition dependence of these parameters has also been done.
Experimental
Glass The glasses thus prepared were ground to make fine powder for DSC studies.
In DSC, the sample is heated at a constant rate and the change in heat flow with respect to an empty reference pan is measured. The thermal behavior is studied using RIGAKU DSV MODEL 823B. In the scan the presence of well defined endothermic peaks at the glass transition temperature and an exothermic peak at the crystallization temperature is observed. The value of T c and T g were taken at the temperature corresponding to endothermic and exothermic peak respective-Journal of Crystallization Process and Technology ly in DSC scan.
Theory of Measurements
The crystallization mechanism of amorphous materials is controlled by nucleation and growth process which can be characterized by activation energy "ΔE c "
and the Avrami exponent "n" which is associated with the nucleation and growth mechanisms. 
Here α is the extent of crystallization, K is a function of temperature, In general the value of crystallization rate constant K increases exponentially with temperature and hence can be given by
Here ΔE c is the activation energy of crystallization and k is the Boltzmann's constant.
Crystallization kinectics of Chalcogenide glassy materials is a thermally activated process. Hendersan [24] - [29] has suggested single scan technique where non-isothermal DSC curve at a particular heating rate is analyzed. As per this theory the extent of crystallization is related to the activation energy of crystallization by the following equation:
It is clear from Equation ( 
Results and Discussion
From the DSC measurements of Se 90 Sb 10−x Ag x [30] , at heating rate of 15˚C/min, Figure 1 . Table   1 shows these calculated values for all the glass alloys. It is clear from this table that ΔE c increases with Ag concentration and suddenly to a high value at 8 atomic percent of Ag.
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From the α versus T curves as shown in Figure 1 , dα/dT is calculated at various temperatures for each glassy alloy and dα/dt is calculated by multiplying dα/dT to the heating rate (β). Table 1 ), and order parameter (n) is calculated for each glassy alloy Recently some work has been done in this area [36] [37] . T g determines the strength and rigidity of the glass structure in chalcogenides. The difference between T c and T g provides complete imformation about thermal stability as well as GFT. Higher is value of (T c − T g ), greater is the GFT, because it delays the nucleation process [37] . Using the peaks of endothermic and exothermic peaks of T g and T c , The values of (T c − T g ), are calculated from DSC Scans and given in Table 2 . Figure 4 shows plots of thermal stability (T c − T g ) versus Ag concentration. It is observed from the graph that, T c − T g first decreases and then increases with Ag concentration, which confirms maximum stability of Se 90 SbAg 8 . Hence, one can conclude that the activation energy of glass transition process is related to thermal stability and GFT. Compositional dependence of thermal stability shows a discontinuity at an Ag concentration of 8%, which is explained in terms of mechanically optimised structure at a particular average coordination number.
Conclusions
Calorimetric studies have been made in glassy Se 90 Sb 10−x Ag x alloys. Single scan 
